Gaming Board Solicits Public Comments On Proposed Standard Form Use Agreement

CHICAGO – The Illinois Gaming Board (“IGB”) adopted a Standard Form Use Agreement on November 7, 2019, with an effective date of December 1, 2019. Video Gaming Act Rule 1800.320(c) requires the IGB to “promulgate a standard form for Use Agreements and establish an effective date for implementation.” The IGB’s adoption of the Standard Form Use Agreement followed a robust public comment period that concluded on July 29, 2019. The IGB reviewed the submitted comments and, where appropriate, incorporated those comments in the Standard Form Use Agreement adopted on November 7, 2019.

To encourage further dialogue and continued transparency, the IGB wishes to solicit comments on the Standard Form Use Agreement as adopted on November 7, 2019. Accordingly, the Standard Form Use Agreement’s December 1, 2019 effective date will be delayed.

Anyone interested in submitting a comment on the proposed Standard Use Agreement may submit comments on or before January 13, 2020 to UAComments@igb.illinois.gov.

The proposed Standard Form Use Agreement, along with a link for submitting comments, can be found on the Illinois Gaming Board’s website.